Installation Guide
Tools Needed
You will need the following tools to properly secure the Guardian Drain-Lock:
 3/8” Ratchet
 3/8” Ratchet Extention
 Tamperproof Torx Key (#40 for 2” and #45 for 3” & 4” drain-locks)
 Rag

How to Install


Clean the floor sink of debris and grim build up within the throat of
drain. (Photo#1)



Determine the appropriate size Guardian Drain-Lock to be
installed: 2”, 3” or 4”. If any of these sizes do not fit in your floor
sink contact TNT Products at 818-515-1001. Once size is
validated, place the Guardian Drain-Lock in the hole of the floor
sink. Note: If you are using the Guardian Hybrid line the sticky
tape can be removed to allow for a better fit

Photo #1



Assemble the ratchet, ratchet extension and tamperproof key. Determine which tamperproof
key will be needed to secure the desired Guardian Drain-Lock. #40 key for 2” and #45 for 3”
and 4”.



While holding down the drain-lock with one hand, insert the driver
and key into the tamperproof bolt and tighten (clockwise) until
firmly secured. Do not over tighten use judgment. (Photo #2)



All locations are built differently and may need additional tools to
reach the floor sink. Floor sinks may also differ in shape not
allowing for the Guardian Drain-Lock to fit properly. If this is the
case for you, contact TNT Products at 818-515-1001.

Photo #2

Monitoring the Drain-lock


Once the Guardian Drain-Lock is properly secured and locked there should be no need to
remove it other then for sanitation purposes. As needed use soapy hot water and a plastic
brush to clean the drain-lock of any built of grim. If the drain-lock is to be removed for
cleaning; wash it by hand at the nearest dump sink or run it through your dish machine.
Before re-installing make certain all parts are in good conditions.



Monitor that your Guardian Drain-Lock’s are in place and secured/locked in place once a
week to guarantee protection of your drain pipes.
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IMPORTANT:

In printing this Template Guide
to your inkjet or laser printer, it may
have been reduced or enlarged to fit within the
print area of your printer. Please verify the accuracy
of your print by comparing this ruler with an actual ruler.
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